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Dear customers and readers

Lyndon Poskitt nears the finish line
“Why shift gears when your car can do it for you?” Some of us can still
remember the days when automatic transmissions were new. Innovation
lives on in today’s automatic and dual-clutch transmissions with eight or
more gears. Because engines operate most efficiently within a certain
rotational speed range, a high number of gears can not only reduce fuel
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consumption but also improve emission figures. Keeping the automatic
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transmission fluid in good condition is a key factor in ensuring smooth
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operation of the transmission. In our What’s New section we show you
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how to properly and automatically change the transmission fluid in just a
few minutes using the MOTOREX Dynco system. An ingenious solution,
just like a modern transmission that’s always in the right gear.

HYDRAULICS

If you like traveling on two wheels, don’t miss our interview with globe-

ProInt AB: A nose for hydraulics

trotting motorcyclist Lyndon Poskitt on page 10, where he explains the
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importance of top quality and how far it can take us – sometimes several
times around the world …
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In our Report you’ll read how much energy is contained in wood and how
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best to use it. The innovative company Amstutz Holzenergie AG in Emmen

A perfect finish for fineblanked parts

near Lucerne (Switzerland) not only provides a wide range of services in the
field of wood energy, but also builds the necessary equipment in-house.
I hope you’ll enjoy reading this issue, and I’m confident that MOTOREX
Magazine no. 116 will once again provide you with plenty of interesting
information from the world of lubrication.
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
© Otmar Noe GmbH

HYDRAULIC
POWER FOR
NOE FORESTRY EQUIPMENT
Since 1969 the name Noe has stood
for quality from the Odenwald region
of Germany. The company develops,
manufactures, and distributes forestry equipment for use under the most
difficult conditions. Each machine is
precisely designed for the customer’s
needs. Because a powerful, trouble-
free hydraulic system is a key component of any forestry machine, Noe
uses MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES BE 46
for its products. This readily bio
degradable hydraulic fluid based on
saturated esters meets OECD 301 B
biodegradability requirements and
bears the Blue Angel environmental
seal. An excellent choice, like every
one of Noe’s machines.
www.noegmbh.net

Marc Rinaldi from the Swiss national team practising a chain change.

CHAMPION
WOODCUTTERS 2019
Some 75 competitors wielded their chainsaws at the 2019 Swiss woodcutting
championships (Holzhauer Schweizermeisterschaft) in Lucerne. The championships are held in five different disciplines every four years. Racing against
the clock, participants are tasked not only with felling trees but with chang
ing their chain, sawing and trimming. Reaching the top rankings calls for
r igorous training and mastery of all the necessary techniques. In the final
round, Florian Isler (3), Balz Recher (Swiss champion in 2015 – 2) and Jan
Wegmann were still neck-andneck at the trimming stage. But
Jan Wegmann (1) triumphed in
this discipline and was thus able
to romp home with the title.
Whether for competitions or dayto-day woodcutting – MOTOREX
meets the highest requirements.

© PistenBully

MOTOREX FOR NORWAY’S PISTENBULLYS®
Antra AS is Norway’s leading manufacturer of snow-grooming
equipment (downhill and cross-country). Since 1972 the company
has delivered over 1000 cross-country and alpine trail grooming
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machines. Antra also operates a state-of-the-art workshop and
offers its customers – who often lack their own maintenance
facilities – an onsite service. It is thus an important strategic supplier
to these customers. For the official PistenBully® importer, oper
ating reliability is always of the essence. That’s why the company
relies on MOTOREX quality. MOTOREX Alpine Motion hydraulic
fluid yields excellent results even in extremely low temperatures.
Antra especially values the Swiss lubricant specialist’s expertise –
the result of extensive collaboration with numerous customers
in the alpine countries. As official partner of the Norwegian Ski
Federation, Antra knows what pros expect from pros.
www.antra.no

HIGHLY ADHESIVE
LUBRICATES FROM –20 °C TO +180 °C
REDUCES WEAR
PROTECTS AGAINST CORROSION
	HOT WATER AND STEAM RESISTANT

GREASE 460 FOR
WOOD PELLET PRESSES
New to the MOTOREX lubricant grease product range is grease 460, a specialty product ideal
for use in wood pellet presses. Long runs, powerful forces, and high temperatures are all typical in the operation of these devices. These factors result in heavy stresses, particularly on
components such as the main spindle and the mullers that press the sawdust into homogeneous pellets. MOTOREX grease 460 reliably lubricates all wood pellet press moving parts, protecting against wear and corrosion to keep these long-running machines operating smoothly.
Specifications: NLGI class 1 - 2, KPF2R-20, Brugger value 45 N/mm 2 , VKA 6000N.

RANDY MAMOLA ON
INDIAN APPALOOSA

© Dutchground Media

Indian Motorcycle celebrates its hundredth anniversary this year – the perfect excuse to take part in the spectacular “Sultans of Sprint”
race series with popular Grand-Prix legend Randy Mamola (USA). Mamola rode a heavily modified Indian Scout Bobber named Appaloosa.
The racing bike with its V2 engine was outfitted by Belgian customizer Brice Hennebert in his Workhorse Speedshop. The result is an
unmistakable visual and auditory treat at the cult racing series. As the team’s lubricant supplier, MOTOREX saw to the correct lubrication
of this unique bike.
http://sultansofsprint.com/
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WHAT’S NEW

FLUID CHANGE SYSTEM

FLUSH, DON’T CHANGE

Many automatic transmissions feature so-called “lifetime fluid”. But after millions of
gear shifts, wear and shear forces have a negative impact on the fluid and in turn
impair the functioning of the transmission itself. Changing the automatic transmission
fluid (ATF) sometimes works wonders. The MOTOREX Dynco flushing device performs
your fluid changes – quickly and fully automatically.
In automatic gearboxes, ATF transmits the forces of

mum RPM range while reducing fuel consumption and

the clutch/gear-change process. Increasingly, the ac-

emissions. These developments have led to significantly

tion is assisted by an electric motor connected to the

higher demands on the automatic transmission fluid

gears, generating additional power and heat. This can

(ATF). Based on the experience of recent years, it is

result in enormous torque values of up to 900 Nm.

recommended to flush the transmission fluid every

Where previous automatic transmissions had just a

80 – 120 thousand kilometers*.

few speeds, today eight or more gear ratios are common. This allows the engine to operate in the opti-

6

*Observe manufacturer’s specifications

THE OLD FLUID CHANGE METHOD

FLUSHING WITH DYNCO

Simply draining and refilling, as was once common-

With the MOTOREX Dynco system, the entire fluid

place, is not enough to replace the entire volume of

volume is replaced with fresh ATF by means of a

transmission fluid. Up to 70 % of the fluid can remain in

flushing process using the oil cooler connections on

the torque converter, gearbox, hoses and ATF cooler. In

the outside of the transmission assembly, for exam-

addition, not all modern transmissions have a remov-

ple. MOTOREX Pre-Flush Additive is injected into the

able oil pan, meaning the transmission needs to be par-

old ATF to dissolve and remove deposits, ensuring top

tially removed to replace the ATF filter.

cleaning performance.

A FULLY AUTOMATIC DEVICE
The MOTOREX Dynco flushing device is suitable for automatic and dual-clutch transmissions with lubricant
circulation for all vehicle makes. It automatically replaces precisely the fluid volume contained in the
transmission. Other work can be performed during the flushing process. Advantages of the MOTOREX Dynco
flushing process:

MOTOREX Pre-Flush
Additive is designed
to precisely meet the
r equirements of
the D
 ynco oil change
concept.

highly user-friendly
automatic flow direction detection
universal, usable in automatic
and DCT transmissions
intuitive menu-based controls
in 5 languages
pre-programmed for all MOTOREX
automatic transmission fluids
easy injection of flushing and
cleaning additives
adapters for all common vehicle
makes
fully automated flushing process
clean handling of fluids in
25-l containers

CHANGING ATF WITH
MOTOREX DYNCO

youtube.com/
watch?v=cC86R5qmciI
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WHAT’S NEW CONTINUED

At the MOTOREX flushing days, specialists were shown how easy it is
to change automatic transmission fluid using the Dynco flushing device.

WELL-ATTENDED FLUSHING DAYS
MOTOREX has been holding frequent automatic

about automatic and dual-clutch transmissions and

transmission fluid flush days for customers in recent

the roles performed by automatic transmission fluid.

months. Professional visitors – mostly repair shop

Attendees experience live servicing with the MOTOREX

owners – attend a seminar to learn key information

Dynco flushing device and can ask practical questions. •

The flushing device comes with a standard
range of adapters. Vehicle-specific adapters
are available as accessories.

As well as generating additional business for workshops,
the transmission maintenance service also pays off for
vehicle owners. All the work carried out can be printed
out in detail on completion.

8

QUESTIONS FOR THE MOTOREX
DYNCO PROJECT MANAGER
What does Dynco mean?

Where are the fresh fluid and the pumped-out

Dynco is short for “Dynamic Fluid Controller”. The abbre-

spent fluid located?

viation refers to the fully automated flush process which

At the back of the device. There is room for a 25-liter

fills the transmission with precisely the right volume of

fresh fluid canister plus 20 liters of spent fluid.

fresh lubricant.
When is the flushing additive added to the transmission?
Does the device have to be plugged in?

The flushing additive is injected into the transmission

No. The device is designed for mobile use and can be

fluid automatically before the flushing process. This

operated by connecting it to the vehicle’s 12-volt battery.

transforms the spent ATF into a flushing oil and efficiently removes deposits, eliminating the need for a

Does the flushing device have a pump?

separate flushing fluid. As a result, only the original

Yes. The pump is controlled automatically based on the

system fill volume needs to be replaced, yielding sig-

lubricant’s viscosity curve and the pump pressure of the

nificant cost savings compared to other systems.

transmission pump.
Does MOTOREX have the recommended ATF available?
About how long does a transmission fluid flush take?

MOTOREX’s transmission fluid range covers currently

Actually replacing the entire ATF system contents

serviced automatic transmissions as well as up to seven-

(10 – 15 liters) takes three to five minutes. In addition

speed DCTs. All future lubricants are already pre-pro-

the flush program – launched automatically when a

grammed into current Dynco devices with their origi-

special additive is added – takes another ten minutes.

nal viscosity curves.

How do I find the precise fluid quantity

How do I get a MOTOREX Dynco device?

for each vehicle type?

Your MOTOREX representative will be glad to advise

The information can be found in the vehicle-specific mainte-

you on any questions you may have about transmis-

nance documentation, or online in the MOTOREX Oil Finder.

sion fluid flushing.

Information about MOTOREX Dynco: www.motorex-dynco.com

The MOTOREX Dynco project
manager Bernhard Flöck answers
questions at the flushing days.
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MOTO

DAKAR

2017 +
2018

5 YEARS 2 MONTHS
ON THE ROAD

11 RALLYES

234,000 KM
OVER

5000 HOURS

RIDING TIME

LYNDON POSKITT

NEARS THE FINISH LINE
In April 2014, British motorcycle enthusiast Lyndon Poskitt (40) began a project he calls
Races2Places, entering races around the world on his customized KTM 690 Rallye.
After over five years and 234,000 kilometers in the saddle, he stopped by MOTOREX
in Langenthal on his way home. MOTOREX Magazine jumped at the opportunity
for an interview.
Lyndon, what stage of Races2Places

From a rider’s perspective, what was the most difficult

are you in right now?

moment for you?

The final stage – on my way home! That’s right, I can

That was when I rode the Dakar for the first time in

hardly believe it myself. Right now I’ve dropped in on

2017, starting in the Malle Moto class. In this class you

my favorite lubricant partner MOTOREX; next I’ll pay a

have no crew or service team. You carry your own spare

visit to Michelin in France.

parts. And that’s over a distance of 9000 kilometers! I
had clearly exceeded my limits, I was short of sleep and

Why did you start such a big tour

out of shape. That’s why I entered again in 2018, to do

in the first place?

everything better (laughs).

At first I had only planned to be on the road for 18
months. But by one year in, it had become clear that I

Did you ever think of breaking off your trip

wouldn’t have time to compete in races on every conti-

or staying in one place?

nent. So I passed the days, months, and years in the

No, not really. Two years ago I met my girlfriend Camilla.

saddle on my bike. Preparing for my two Dakar Rallies

At the time she also said I was an adventurer and that

in 2017 and 2018 also took a lot of time.

I had to wrap up my project of discovering the world on
a motorcycle. But somehow I was daunted by Africa. I

10

Did you accomplish what you set out to do?

was tired and hesitant. I was wrong. Africa and those

Yes. In fact the things I experienced exceeded all my

races (Kalahari Rallye 2018/Roof of Africa 2018) were

expectations.

unforgettable highlights.

1

2

3

4

5

1 Dropping in on MOTOREX on the way home. 2 Where’s the water in Kazakhstan?
3 Sand, lots of sand – Death Acre, Angola. 4 29 flats in all, one in Lesotho, Africa. 5 Happy selfie in South Africa.

What did you really miss on the road?

Do you still swear by KTM?

My dear mother’s fine cooking. But also all my bicycles

Yes, definitely. My KTMs (690 Rallye and 450 Rallye)

and motorcycles at home in the garage.

are off-road racing bikes. They’re extremely robust,
dependable, and offer a reasonably comfortable ride.

What was the happiest moment of your whole journey?

That’s essential for long trips.

That will be the day I get home to England, the real destiDo you have plans yet for the future?

nation of Races2Places.

Yes, I already have new projects for 2020. I’ll share
What has been your experience with

more about them at EICMA 2019 (Nov. 7 – 10) in Milan.

MOTOREX products along the way?
Since I couldn’t carry much with me on my bike, I was

Thank you for the interview and good luck, Lyndon.

glad that MOTOREX products were always available on
the market in 90 % of the 74 countries where I traveled.
MOTOREX Cross Power 4T 10W/60 viscosity motor oil was
the perfect choice for the extreme loads on my KTM. The
Chainlube spray (ed.: Chainlube Adventure) is great too.

More on Lyndon’s unbelievable journey

facebook.com/
lyndonposkitt
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REPORT

© Amstutz Holzenergie

WOOD ENERGY

FUELED BY INNOVATION

With innovative technology and specialized expertise, a wide range of energy sources
are being used ever more efficiently. Wood, a renewable and CO2 -neutral resource,
has been a point of fascination for Amstutz Holzenergie AG since the company’s founding
in 1987. Since then the wood chip supplier has developed into a one-stop shop
developing innovative solutions which it builds into its custom-made equipment.
When lubrication challenges come up, Amstutz relies on MOTOREX.

12

You too have probably passed a timber rick at some

A CHALLENGING INDUSTRY

time: a seemingly haphazard stack of wood alongside

Like other industries, wood energy is subject to stand-

a forest track. These piles of energy are often found near

ards and regulations. For example, there is a precise clas-

heating plants. Producing wood chips for energy is

sification (ISO EN 17225) for wood chips. Among other

the job of Amstutz Holzenergie’s four powerful mobile

things, the standard specifies lumpiness (mass and

high-capacity wood chippers. The devices can handle

shape), particle content and moisture content. Wood

logs up to 70 centimeters in diameter. Even bigger logs

chips are divided into seven main categories. Amstutz

can be cut down to chippable size with a splitter attach-

Holzenergie supplies heating plants of capacities rang-

ment. The result: some 200 cubic meters of untreated

ing up to several megawatts. These come in several

wood chips per hour.

varieties, producing environmentally safe steam for
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REPORT CONTINUED

A rick of fuel wood: the exact location is recorded
as GPS coordinates.

Four powerful high-capacity wood chippers transform
untreated timber into wood chips for heating.

Innovative: dust-free wood chips that burn with
low particle emissions.

As there is only a small market for these special-
purpose vehicles, they are devised and constructed
to inhouse designs.

THE WOOD ENERGY CYCLE

Forest

Wood rick

Chips

Heating plant

Ash disposal

industry, process power, district heating or ambient

age vehicles), they are achieving steady gains in these

heating. Each wood furnace takes just the right kind

metrics. Without a high degree of mechanization, how-

of chips for the given equipment.

ever, producing and distributing 220,000 cubic meters
of chips per year and disposing of 1000 tonnes of wood

A HIGHLY MECHANIZED PROCESS

ash in compliance with the law, without dust or harm

Wood requires substantially less energy for conversion

to the environment, would be impossible.

into fuel than other energy sources. Moreover, nearly

14

95 % of its associated economic value is generated in

EQUIPMENT BUILT IN-HOUSE

the country of origin. Accordingly, the company’s 43

Amstutz can boast some impressive feats of engineer-

employees strive relentlessly to minimize kilometers

ing. Developing and building a high-capacity wood

traveled and diesel fuel consumed per kWh of heat ener-

chipper, for example, can take up to 6000 hours of

gy generated. By continually enhancing the efficiency

work. Drawings were once made by hand, but today

of the equipment (high-capacity chippers, shredders,

the in-house engineering department uses 3-D soft-

screening systems, wheel loaders, ash vacuums, haul-

ware. The equipment is assembled in the company’s

Plenty of work to do: building a new high-capacity wood chipper takes about 6000 person-hours.

youtube.com/
watch?v=eeC0DTyIstc
After combustion, exhaust gases are passed through
multiple filters in accordance with strict standards.

Vacuum truck container for appropriate disposal of ash.

own workshop. Based on a MAN five-axle chassis and

Holzenergie to provide customers and clients with ex-

having an operating weight of some 40 tonnes, the

pert comprehensive service in every aspect of wood en-

high-capacity wood chipper is one of the company’s

ergy production. In Switzerland alone, unused timber

most imposing machines. Whenever lubrication chal-

growth is estimated at between two and three million

lenges arise, MOTOREX is there with expert advice

cubic meters per year – an abundant potential source

and the right product for every need. The longstanding

of innovative wood energy well into the future. •

collaboration between the companies is based on trust

TIMBER GROWTH IN SWITZERLAND

and professionalism.

TURNKEY EQUIPMENT
Besides supplying wood fuel, planning, building and
operating wood chip furnaces for local heating net-

a
 nnual unused timber growth:
2 – 3 million m3
a
 verage total used per annum:
5 million m3*

works, in part as general contractor, has been an important line of business since 2002. This allows Amstutz
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 116
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POWERSPORTS

READY TO EXPERIENCE:

KTM MOTOHALL

Since this May, for KTM fans, all roads lead to KTM Motohall – a unique theme park
in KTM’s birthplace of Mattighofen, Austria. On 3000 square meters of space,
this MOTOREX partner allows visitors to experience every facet of the KTM brand
with exhibits, installations, video tech and learning trails.

© KTM

16

Take a wild ride on a bike simulator with VR goggles
or a simulator for the KTM X-BOW. There’s a supervised
kids’ learning trail for tomorrow’s fans, and the Innovation Lab is the place to go for technical experimentation. With over 100 historical and ultramodern motorcycles on display along with a unique collection of
world championship bikes, KTM offers a concentrated
dose of two-wheel fascination. Are you ready to expe
rience it? •
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 116
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ktm-motohall.com
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HYDRAULICS

PROINT AB

A NOSE FOR HYDRAULICS

Ted Kokolj and Håkan Björkman have been sniffing out service opportunities in the fields
of waste, recycling, and utility vehicles since 2014. The ProInt engineers have an especially
sensitive nose in the specialty field of hydraulics.

Skellefteå

Stockholm

HISINGS
KÄRRA

Malmö
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Ted and Håkan’s many years of professional experience

HYDRAULIC FLUID COCKTAILS

with utility vehicles were put to the test soon after

Technical defects turned out to be causing only a small

the company’s founding when a neighboring busi-

portion of the malfunctions in the hydraulic systems.

ness, Hans Andersson Recycling AB, asked for help

In many cases the main point of failure was an indis-

with problems their waste collection trucks were hav-

criminate brew of hydraulic fluids, often heavily con-

ing during winter operation. In cold weather, the gar-

taminated with particulate matter and moisture. The

bage trucks’ hydraulics would slow down or even stop

hydraulic fluid was not supplied by MOTOREX and

working altogether. ProInt analyzed these problems

generally contained a mixture of biodegradable and

and, as a MOTOREX partner, had several fluid samples

mineral oil-based products. Hydraulic fluids composed

tested in the lab.

of unsaturated esters with a viscosity-temperature

curve unsuitable for winter operation were also found
being used.

FLUID IS A KEY SYSTEM COMPONENT
ProInt AB recommended readily biodegradable MOTOREX Ekosynt HEES, based on fully synthetic saturated
esters, to its neighbor. Ekosynt HEES is far superior to
any unsaturated ester product available on the market.
In changing the fluid, the systems were properly flushed
with careful attention to cleanliness. Today, after four
years of using MOTOREX Ekosynt HEES in the field,
everything works flawlessly. Each year the fluid is analyzed and the oil filters changed. And what about cost?
“With the oxidation-resistant hydraulic fluid’s extended service life* and high reliability in operation, using
MOTOREX Ekosynt HEES pays off,” says Ted Kokolj with

“In the long term, quality
and service always pay
off” – Ted Kokolj (left) and
Håkan Björkman’s motto.

conviction. Since then many other customers have followed his advice.

AUTHORIZED PARTNER
Together ProInt’s workforce has over 100 years of experience in maintaining, repairing, and building trucks.
By working directly with waste collection vehicle makers, ProInt has access to NTM and Norba factory data
systems and is now an authorized service partner for
leading manufacturers. This is a necessity for calibrating and repairing these complex systems. At its four
locations with a total of 1100 square meters of production space, ProInt AB also provides other services including welding and forging, maintenance and repair,
lubrication consulting and distribution of MOTOREX
products – a comprehensive range of services that’s
hard to beat. •

The data system allows fine-tuning of hydraulic system parameters
for a given application.

*Observe manufacturer’s specifications

FACTS AND FIGURES

Company

ProInt AB

Headquarters

Hisings Kärra (Sweden)

Established

2014

Employees

6

2018 sales

SEK 16 million

Website

www.proint.se
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Innovative: In the NTM Quattro,
intelligent hydraulics control the supply
of the various types of waste.
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INSIDE LANGENTHAL

INLINE MIXING AND FILLING:

FAST, SAFE, PRECISE

When it comes to high-volume production, capacity, speed and process consistency
are key. With the new inline mixing and filling system at the new production
plant in Langenthal, MOTOREX is significantly expanding its capacity for readily soluble
mixtures, windshield fluids, and antifreezes. Join us on a tour of the new plant.
INLINE MIXING AND FILLING SYSTEM KEY FACTS
Capacity in 200-l drums
Capacity, Tank Farm 4
Inline mixing stations
Parallel production
Operators needed
Tank car capacity

Approx. 30 drums per hour
780,000 l
3
3 different products
1
15,000 to 25,000 l

STORAGE CONVEYOR WITH 14 PALLET CAPACITY

HIGH-SPEED FILLING

Stackers are used to feed loaded pallets to shipping
or to the warehouse.

Four 200-liter drums can be filled quickly and accurately
in an average of 300 seconds.

20

780,000-LITER CAPACITY

DUAL PALLET ROLLER CONVEYOR

Base fluids are fed to the mixing and
filling system from an underground
tank farm.

Just-in-time delivery of various large-capacity
containers (1000-l., 200-l., 60-l., 25-l., 10-l.) on pallets.

Inline mixing tube for mixing aqueous
and solvent-containing fluids.

AUTOMATIC UNSTACKING
Pallet shifting and unstacking. Sluice to
explosion-proof mixing and filling room.

INLINE MIXERS

TANK FOR ADDITIVE COMPONENTS

Inline mixers are suited for easily soluble mixtures.
They cannot be used in production of lubricants.

Up to four additional components can be added
to the base fluid from the tank farm.
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WHAT A PERFECT
FINISH LOOKS LIKE
Hydraulic machines and tools have revolutionized the mass production of fineblanked parts.
To keep downstream machining processes working just as rationally and precisely, Feinstanz AG, based in Rapperswil-Jona, Switzerland, depends on MOTOREX Swisscool 3000.
Where precisely cut surfaces with a high proportion

operating at 100 to 700 tonnes of pressure efficiently

of straight cuts are needed, it’s time for fineblanking –

cut and form sprockets, pawls, thrust washers, pressure

a specialty of international company Feinstanz AG.

plates and much more from strip steel up to 14 milli

With the latest in hydraulic fineblanking presses, Fein-

meters thick. The consistent high precision and produc-

stanz manufactures complex, precision-fineblanked

tivity of this machining technology is never less than

and formed parts from various materials in Switzer-

astonishing.

land. With a workforce of 70, the company processes
some 3000 tonnes of strip steel per year – equal to half

A FLAWLESS FINISH

the weight of the Eiffel Tower.

A flawless finish is always part of a perfectly fineblanked
and formed part and adds significant value. Feinstanz AG

22

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY

provides downstream processing of fineblanked and

Production batches start at roughly 40,000 pieces and

formed parts down to the ready-for-installation stage. The

often range into the millions. Eight fineblanking presses

company possesses valuable double-surface grinding,

RECOIL PLATE,
MULTIRAM HYDRAULIC PUMP

THRUST WASHER
FOR AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSIONS

Raw
Raw

Finished

Finished

This chrome-molybdenum steel recoil plate is first fineblanked
and formed. Downstream processes consist of polishing the
drawn collar, turning down the reverse side and barrel-finishing
the edges.

The manganese-chrome case-hardened steel thrust washer
is double-surface ground after fineblanking. The client’s
specified tolerance for flatness is two one-hundredths of a millimeter, for parallelism three one-hundredths of a millimeter.

honing, cutting, deburring, cleaning/rustproofing, and

stable emulsion for different cutting processes as well

heat-treating capabilities. Using the right machining flu-

as critical grinding processes, among other advan-

id is a key factor in double-surface grinding and cutting.

tages. At Feinstanz AG, MOTOREX Swisscool 3000
exhibited the following persuasive improvements:

UNDESIRABLE FOAM

• very low foaming

Because Feinstanz AG was seeing heavy foaming, the

•g
 ood flushing and less fluid discharge

production manager decided to take a close and critical

on workpieces

look at the machining fluid in use. The company hired

• ideal surface finish

MOTOREX as an independent lubricant specialist. Fol-

•e
 xtended service life thanks to

lowing a situation analysis, tests were carried out using

optimum biostability

high-performance MOTOREX Swisscool 3000. The inno-

• outstanding protection against corrosion

vate emulsion’s outstanding results and simplified han-

• excellent human biocompatibility

dling proved compelling.
Feinstanz AG has earned a place as a sought-after

POLYMER TECHNOLOGY

industry partner. The Swiss company accentuates

With the pioneering polymer technology in MOTOREX

its capabilities in each and every part through an ut-

Swisscool 3000, the various additives work together as a

most commitment to quality, perfect dimensional

team. Combining their various benefits results in a highly

conformance, and a brilliant finish. •
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CLEAN & CARE

WATER-RESISTANT
OIL-RESISTANT
BREATHABLE
ECONOMICAL
EASY TO USE

PROTEX FOR
WATERPROOFING
If you haven’t been thinking about waterproofing,
the next downpour will bring it to mind. The end
of the season is the perfect time to clean textiles,
leather, and microfiber fabric articles before
waterproofing for lasting protection. It only takes
a moment with MOTOREX Protex.
MOTOREX PROTEX SPRAY
MOTOREX Protex waterproofing spray provides long-
lasting, effective protection against moisture and even
oil. Suitable for leather, textiles, and modern micro
fiber fabrics such as Gore-Tex®. Fabric treated with
MOTOREX Protex retains its natural breathability even
after waterproofing, which is especially important for
the proper functioning of high-tech textiles. Special
ingredients keep the material from becoming saturated during waterproofing.

MULTITALENTED
MOTOREX Protex is colorless and perfect for treating
shoes, motorcycle, ski, and cycling apparel, convertible
roofs, and other sport and leisure articles. Protex can
also be used to treat diving suits, providing even longer
protection in the water. Areas exposed to extreme wear
and tear can be treated more than once.
Please follow the instructions for use. •
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Watch the video:
youtube.com/
watch?v=kUeMTBr0zrY

PRACTICE

REFILL WITH …
Using the wrong fluid in a machine or engine often leads to costly malfunctions
and repairs. You can avoid that by using the robust aluminum stickers from
MOTOREX, which display clear product information right up where the action is.
Typical applications include agricultural and construc-

• self-adhesive, won’t fall off

tion machinery – areas where technical complexity is

• resistant to solvents, oil and heat

increasing. Checking fluid levels in engines, transmis-

• free for customers

sions, hydraulics and cooling systems is becoming ever
more demanding, and finding the manufacturers’ in-

AVOID MIXING PRODUCTS

structions is increasingly time-consuming.

All MOTOREX products meet a wide range of manufacturers’ specifications and are always precisely tuned

MOTOREX PRODUCT STICKER

for their particular application. To ensure the best long-

Aluminum product stickers are available for many

term performance of each lubricant or fluid (antifreeze,

MOTOREX Farmer Line and MOTOREX Construction

for example), you should always top up with the same

Line products. The stickers offer the following benefits:

product. MOTOREX offers smaller containers for top-

• compact 30 × 60 mm format

ping up.

• available in four languages
(German, French, English, Swedish)
• printed with precise product name
Stickers help
to prevent
mix-ups ...

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 116

See your MOTOREX representative for MOTOREX product stickers and more information. •
… and make
maintenance
a little easier.

I SEPTEMBER 2019
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BOX

A SECRET PASSION
EXPOSED
Thoroughbred sports cars were welcome guests at the 8th Lenzerheide
Motor Classics – and indeed they came
out in force. With bright sun beating
down on the Swiss Alps, shady spots
were in short supply. The owner of
the car pictured here – a Ferrari® 360
Challenge Stradale – indulged his
secret passion by allowing his 425 hp
vehicle to rest in comfort between
legs: He pampered his Cavallino
Rampante by parking it in one of the
handy MOTOREX “stables”. In doing
so, he gave away the secret of how
he keeps the car’s V8 engine so perfectly lubricated.

DO YOU KNOW THE MOTOREX WEBKIOSK?
From now on, you can also read the
MOTOREX Magazine online – as well
as a number of brochures and other
interesting publications from the world
of lubricants. The very first issue of
this customer journal, then called the
MOTOREX Revue, appeared in June
1981. What you have in front of you
now is the 116th issue of MOTOREX
Magazine – a sure sign that, even after
38 years, there are plenty of interesting
things to write about... The MOTOREX
Webkiosk with its download functions
gives you online access to all the past
years’ issues. Have a good read!

OTTOREX
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webkiosk.
motorex.com/
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Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.
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UP TO 33 % MORE PERFORMANCE WITH

SWISSCUT
DECOLINE
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE MOTOREX CUTTING OILS
FOR PERFECT SURFACE FINISHES AND ACCURACY

www.motorex.com

NO CYTOTOXIC
EFFECT ACCORDING TO

ISO-10993-5

